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 Phase congruency is an edge detector and measurement of the significant 

feature in the image. It is a robust method against contrast and illumination 

variation. In this paper, two novel techniques are introduced for developing a 

low-cost human identification system based on face recognition. Firstly, the 

valuable phase congruency features, the gradient-edges and their associated 

angles are utilized separately for classifying 130 subjects taken from three face 

databases with the motivation of eliminating the feature extraction phase. By 

doing this, the complexity can be significantly reduced. Secondly, the training 

process is modified when a new technique, called averaging-vectors is 

developed to accelerate the training process and minimizes the matching time 

to the lowest value. However, for more comparison and accurate evaluation, 

three competitive classifiers: Euclidean distance (ED), cosine distance (CD), 

and Manhattan distance (MD) are considered in this work. The system 

performance is very competitive and acceptable, where the experimental 

results show promising recognition rates with a reasonable matching time. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Phase congruency (PC) is an accurate approach for features detection which unlike traditional edge 

detectors, that search for points of maximum gradients, the phase congruency searches for the ordered 

spectrums in a frequency domain. It provides a contrast and an illumination invariant method of edge detection. 

These significant PC features: the local-orientations and their associated phases have inspired a new vision for 

designing a low-cost biometric system like face recognition based on those PC features only, which means 

there is no more demand for employing feature extraction phase in the design plan. In the meantime, feature 

extraction is a dimension reduction process by which an original dataset is reduced to be more convenient 

groups. Also, it is a vital operation in the machine learning process for building features that: facilitate the 

speed of learning, saving time, and phase generalization. It is usually the step that the classification process 

comes after. Hereby, cancelling this step resulted in a large-size feature vector causing unwanted delay time in 

the training and matching process. So, this work, introduces a new technique for manipulating this urgent 

status, it depends on the determining the mean feature vector for training datasets, so the matching or 

classification process will be implemented in one-to-one relation instead of one-to-many. This paper is 

organized as follows, a literature review for the most related works are presented in section 2, while, the 

theoretical part of the phase congruency approach and its types is illustrated in section 3. The methodology of 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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this work is explained in section 4. Section 5 demonstrates the experimental system results, and finally,  

section 6 summarizes the most important aspects and issues in this work. 

 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

In [1, 2] used wavelets and universal threshold value over a wide class of images. The calculation for 

the one-dimensional (1-D) signal was extended to 2-D images, also it is argued that high-pass filter can be used 

to obtain image information at different scales. In 2007, [3, 4] proposed a face recognition technique aimed at 

improving the recognition accuracies of the faces that are affected due to varying illuminations, partial 

occlusions and varying expressions. H. Ragb and V. K. Asari [5], presented a descriptor based on the phase 

congruency concept, called histogram of oriented phase (HOP) used to depict and represent the human objects 

more efficiently than the gradient-based approach especially those images exposed to the illumination and 

contrast variations. N. D. Rao presented a novel face recognition technique. The modular kernel Eigen spaces 

approach implemented on the phase congruency images to localize nonlinear feature selection procedure for 

overcoming the bottlenecks of illumination variations, partial occlusions, expression variations as in [6]. S. 

Alavi in [7] developed a two-dimensional multi-scale phase congruency (2D-MSPC) software for detecting 

and evaluation of image features. Many parameters are appropriately tuned for optimal image features 

detection, these parameters are optimized for maximum and minimum moments. The design in [8] proposed a 

modified algorithm of phase congruency to locate image features using the Hilbert transform. The local energy 

is obtained by convoluting original image with two operators of removing direct current (DC) component over 

the current window and the 2-D Hilbert transform respectively. The local energy is divided with the sum of 

Fourier amplitude of the current window to retrieve the value of PC [9-11]. A novel decision-level fusion 

method is developed by [12] on several AR sets to improve face recognition. PC feature maps are utilized 

instead of intensities to make the recognition process invariant to contrast and illumination in an image.  

A combination of Gabor wavelets (GW) and PC was developed by [13] for face recognition system, first,  

the PC was applied to the ORL face image, then the spatial frequency information was obtained using the set 

of Gabor-filters. The initial results without using of principal component analysis (PCA) method showed 98% 

recognition rate. Upon using the PCA, the recognition rate was still retained by 98%. Also, the recognition rate 

was reduced to 96% using GW and PCA methods only. Combinations of PCA, modular PCA (MPCA), 

modular subspace PCA (MPPCA), and neighbourhood module PCA (NMPCA) were applied on the significant 

PC features of AR database. The PC approach could improve the recognition accuracy by 10% for some 

combination like NMPCA [14]. A distinct wavelength PC (DWPC) and log-Gabor filters were proposed for 

matching a visible and infrared image, the PC theory was utilized to determine PC images with affluent and 

intrinsic image features for noisy or complex intensity-change images [15]. 

 

 

3. PHASE CONGRUENCY MEASURMENTS 

Some problems of incomplete edges and contours because of the changes in the local illumination and 

hence an inadequate selective threshold is handled by [2] when a high-level technique is considered to 

accommodate useful data and reject redundant information. Three types of PC based frequency domain 

operations that considered a phase in their operating are presented as follows [16-18]: 
 

3.1.  Fourier components based  measure 

In this type, a one-dimension phase congruency at some location point x is defined as congruency 

function. Features are detected by founding the Fourier components that have a maximum phase as explained 

in (1) [ 1, 2]. 
 

 
(1) 

 

where: and  are the local and mean phase angles of the frequency component  at x The aim is 

to maximize (1) by maximizing the weighted mean amplitude for local phase angle for all considered Fourier 

points of . Hereby, phase congruency is a rather difficult quantity to be computed, as finding, where 

phase congruency is a maximum, is approximately equivalent finding where the weighted variance of local 

phase angles relative to the weighted average local phase is a minimum [19-21].  
 

3.2.  One-dimension wavelet-based measure 

The phase congruency in (1) is sensitive to the noise and it is not well localized because the measure 

changes with the difference in phase, not in the small responses or magnitude  itself, so for θ ≈ zero,  
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the explains how phase difference affects the weighted magnitudes . So, an alternative 

approach is needed to find maximum local energy as phase congruency is directly proportional to it. [19] 

improved the phase congruency performance when 1-D Wavelet is applied to define a measure for PC with  

the presence of noise. The components, F(x) and H(x) are obtained by convolving the quadrature filters with 

the signal. In order to determine the phase information and local frequency in the signal, logarithmic Gabor 

functions are used to obtain a non-zero DC component in the filtered signal. If I(x) is a signal and  and 

 denote the even symmetric and odd symmetric components of the log Gabor function at a scale n,  

the amplitude and phase in the transformed domain can be obtained as : 

 

 (2) 

 

 
(3) 

 

where  and  are the even and odd responses of quadrature pair of filters. The response vector is 

illustrated in (4). 

 

 (4) 

 

So, F(x) and H(x) can be obtained from (5) and (6). 

 

 
(5) 

  

 
(6) 

 

All Fourier amplitudes they are computed at point x, are very small, then a small positive constant, ɛ (between 

0 and 1) is added to the denominator to overcome the division by zero problem. The final phase congruency 

formula is given by (8). 

 

 (7) 

  

 
(8) 

 

3.3.  Two-dimensions log-gabor-based measure 

Frequency domain, wavelets, and convolution are three repetitively terms within phase congruency 

subject where a new notation called frequency domain Gabor wavelet using different functions was presented. 

The extension of frequency domain considerations to the 2D image was developed by [18, 20, 22] by 

convolving set of frequency-domain constructed filters with an image. So the construction of Fourier domain 

filter like log-Gabor function is very suitable as it has complementary spreading functions and singularity at 

DC frequency. Starting from the low-pass Gaussian filter has a transfer function defined in (9). 

 

 
(9) 

 

where, 

are the orientation and angle of the local orientation respectively 

𝜎𝑠 
 : controls the spreading around the orientation the Laplace of Gaussian (log) and Gabor band-pass filter 

(g) have spreading function  with m different scales and k different orientations as defined in (10). 
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where, are the scale and the center frequency at this scale respectively, controls bandwidth at this 

scale, . The functions combination will result 2D filter l2D which works at different scales and 

orientations as in (11) [23, 24]. So, the convolution of this filter with the image I (x, y) delivers the phase 

congruency measurement after inversion the Fourier transformation as in (12) and (13) [25 - 28]. 

 

 (11) 

 

 (12) 

 

 
(13) 

 

 

4. METHODOLOGY 

For more investigations and accurate decision, different image sources and qualities are considered for 

evaluation the system performance [29]. Three facial databases are considered in this work, they are Aleix and Robert 

(AR), visible and thermal paird face database (VIS-TH), olivetti research laboratory (ORL). Table 1 explains some 

attributes of those databases. The MATLAB code in [21] is utilized with its experimental optimum parameters to 

detect the PC local-orientations and their associated local-phases for facial images. Figure 1 is an example of an ORL 

image with its two features matrices: the gradient-edges and their associated angles. 

 

 

Table 1. Face databases 
Database Subjects Training images Samples Dimension 

AR 50 5 250 120×165 
ORL 40 8 320 112×92 

VIS-CH 40 10 400 1920×1080 

 

 

   
Original image PC edges PC angles 

 

Figure 1. Phase congruency features: gradient-edges and gradient-angles for ORL image 

 

 

4.1.  Averaging-vectors training 

An averaging-vectors procedure is applied to reduce the long-time needed in the matching process caused 

by the large-size feature vector. By implementing this modification, matching operations will be reduced to  

the number of classes instead of (training images × no. of classes) for each test image, as explained in (14).  

 

 
(14) 

 

4.2.  Classification 

For wide comparison, three classifiers ED, MD, and CD are applied simultaneously to calculate  

the recognition accuracies for three face databases at different distance measures. The system accuracy is 

computed at equal error rate (EER) value which reflects the maximum system performance when the false 

acceptance rate (FAR) equals to the false rejection rate (FRR) as explained in 15. The error distance between 

x ̅ and y  ̅with m+1 length can be described in (16-18) [30-34]. 
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(15) 

 

− Euclidean distance 

The ED is the straight-line distance between two points in Euclidean space, with this distance, 

Euclidean space becomes a metric space [35]. 

 

(16) 

 

− Manhattan distance 

The MD between two items is the sum of the differences of their corresponding coordinates, it is 

measured along axes at right angles in contrast to Eucledian distance which consider a straight (diagonal) line 

to measure the differences. The formula for the distance between two points is,  

 

 

(17) 

 

− Cosine distance 

Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two non-zero vectors, it is defined to equal  

the cosine of the angle between them. It is thus a judgment of orientation and not magnitude: two vectors with 

the same orientation have a cosine similarity of 1, two vectors oriented at 90° relative to each other have  

a similarity of 0, and two vectors diametrically opposed have a similarity of -1, independent of their magnitude. 

The complement of the cosine similarity is as follows: 

 

 

(18) 

 

 

5. EXPERIMANTAL RESULTS 

It is rarely found work that matches the proposed design having the same PC features, databases, and 

classifiers. However, [13] ran its recognition system using a combined PC/Gabor wavelet method with ORL 

database, it satisfied highest recognition rate at 98%, also, it obtained 96% recognition accuracy using PC/PCA 

method. The results of [14] were too modest, it achieved only 52.7% using PC/PCA method and 72.5% using 

the MPPCA method. Those accuracy results were classified by radial basis function NNs for AR database. 

Also, the matching of infrared and visible images using DWPC and log-Gabor filters improved the recognition 

accuracy by 50% as [15] approved that. Most biometric systems do not include the run-time result in their 

calculations, as their systems are not designed to run for real-time applications. However, our proposed design 

needs to compare the run-time of the averaging-vectors and Normal methods for the purposes of evaluation. 

The recognition accuracies are tabulated into Table 2 and Table 3 depending on the averaging-vectors based 

classification and normal based classification respectively.  

 

 

Table 2. Phase congurency performance using averaging-vectors classification 

Database 
Accuracy (edges, angles) % 

Run Time (Sec.) 
Euclidean Manhattan Cosine 

AR (79.6, 96.2) (82. 7, 92.8) (94.5, 91.5) (10, 10.7) 

ORL (80.9, 81.1) (81.5, 82.6) (89.9, 82.1) (5.9, 9.1) 

VIS-TH (66.9, 83.3) (68.4, 80.9) (95.0, 76.2) (33.1, 35) 

 

 

Table 3. Phase congurency performance using normal classification 

Database 
Accuracy (edges, angles) % 

Run Time (Sec.) Euclidean 
Euclidean Manhattan Cosine 

AR (83.8, 88.9) (88.3, 96.3) AR (83.8, 88.9) 

ORL (85.5,78.4) (85.8, 91.8) ORL (85.5,78.4 ) 

VIS-TH (84.3, 86.2) (87.6, 93.6) VIS-TH (84.3, 86.2) 
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5.1.  Averaging-vectors based classification  

From Table 2, the CD measurement satisfied maximum recognition rates (94.5, 89.9, 95) for AR, 

ORL, and VIS-TH datasets respectively. These results belong to the gradient-edge feature, while the gradient-

angle feature achieved maximum recognition rates (96.2, 83.3) using ED for AR and VIS-TH datasets 

respectively. The MD measurement achieved only 82.6 using ORL dataset. The maximum performance 

(96.2%) is then registered for ED measure using the local-phase feature. The run-time for this maximum 

performance is 10.7 sec. 

 

5.2.  Normal-based classification 

From Table 3, the CD measurement and the local-orientation satisfied maximum recognition rates (95.5, 

89.3, 94.7) for AR, ORL, and VIS-TH respectively, while the local-phase feature satisfied maximum rates of (96.3, 

91.8, 93.6) for AR, ORL, and VIS-TH respectively. The maximum performance (96.3%) is then registered for MD 

measure with the local-phase feature. The run-time for this maximum performance is (420 sec. = 7 min.). Hereby,  

the maximum recognition accuracies for the two classification methods are obtained from the local-phase  

(gradient-angle) features. Figures 2 to 13, provide more details about the performance of each dataset with respect 

to the classifier and matching method. It is noticeable that the system run-time based on the averaging-vectors is 

highly less than Normal e.g.; the maximum accuracy rates and their associated run-times are (96.2%, 10.7 sec.) and  

(96.3%, 7 min.) w.r.t Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. That means, the averaging-vector classification is ≈ 39.25 

times faster than Normal-classification and moreover, the maximum accuracy rates for both tables have belonged to 

the gradient-angle feature and not gradient-edge feature. 

 

 

  
 

Figure 2. AR accuracy of gradient-edges and 

averaging-vector matching 

 

Figure 3. AR accuracy of gradient-edges and 

normal matching 

 

 

  
 

Figure 4. AR accuracy of gradient-angles and 

averaging-vectors matching 

 

Figure 5. AR accuracy of gradient-angles and 

normal matching 
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Figure 6. ORL accuracy of gradient-edges and 

averaging-vectors matching 

 

Figure 7. ORL accuracy of gradient-edges and 

normal matching 

 

 

  
 

Figure 8. ORL accuracy of gradient-angles and 

averaging-vector matching 

 

Figure 9. ORL accuracy of gradient-angles and 

normal matching 

 

 

  
 

Figure 10. VIS-TH accuracy of gradient-edges and 

averaging-vector matching 

 

Figure 11. VIS-TH accuracy of gradient-edges and 

normal matching 
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Figure 12. VIS-TH accuracy of gradient-angles and 

averaging-vector matching 

 

Figure 13.VIS-TH accuracy of gradient-angles and 

normal matching 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper implemented a human identification system with low-complexity design consideration.  

The phase congruency features: the gradient-edge and its associated angle were utilized individually in constructing 

two competitive face recognition systems. The highest recognition accuracy registered by the averaging-vectors 

based classification was 96.2% in 10.7 sec., in contrast to the Normal based classification which needs 7 min. to 

reach 96.3% of accuracy rate. The experimental results showed that the averaging-vectors classification scored 

competitive recognition rates against Normal based classification, likewise, the angel-based feature satisfied 

excellent accuracy rates comparing with the edge-based feature. Moreover, the averaging-vectors technique still has 

the lowest matching-time advantage over the Normal. Therefore, the novelty aspects of this work succeeded in 

providing new contribution in the optimization field such as design complexity and training/matching time. 
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